
This car was Aaron and Candy Spelling’s Limousine 
 

 

Vehicle Specifications 

Make:   Mercedes Benz 

Model Year:  1999 

Model Type:  S600 

Body Style:  Limousine 

Engine:  6.0 Litre V-12 

Transmission  5-Speed Automatic 

Body style Code: W-140 

 

Purchasing Information 

Purchase Date: July 3
rd

, 2006 

Mileage at Purchase: 11,203 

 

Features 

Fully loaded 1999 S600. Features include: 

 

Additional or Unique Features 

The car’s theme is classy elegance. This limo is a 70 inch stretch. It has two rear bench seats 

facing each other. It can seat up to 6 people in the rear. (4 comfortably, not including the driver 

and the front passenger) Roof includes a sunroof and vinyl top. Ceiling is made of suade. The car 

has a high end sound system and two small pull-out style flat screen TVs. (Rare for that time). 

The car includes an AM/FM Radio Cassette, CD changer and VCR. (No DVD’s at that time) The 

car has two phones, one up front which is the standard Mercedes phone that came with the car 

and a separate phone in the rear. The car has two cooler boxes and 6 beautiful Bakarat Crystal 

glasses sitting in custom felt lined holders. (To ensure no rattling) The car has separate heating 

and air-conditioning controls for the rear compartment along with two lighting modes. All the 

windows are tinted for privacy and there are two dividers available between the driver and 

passenger compartment. (Clear glass or a solid leather covered divider) This Limo also includes 

rear tilting seats, seat warmers, long goose neck reading lights and an electrically operated rear 

sun shade. On the flat deck above the rear seats is an opening for throwing trash. The trunk 

includes the trash can, spare battery and Butler’s case. 

 

Modifications 

Rims. This body style, known as W140, was made from model year 1992 thru1999. Model years 

1992-1995 had 8-hole rims. Model years 1996-1999 had 6-hole rims. The car came standard with 

the 6-hole aluminum rims, which I still have. I replaced them with a chromed set of the 8-hole 

rims used during the model years 1992-1995 as a personal preference. (I think the car looks 

much classier this way). If you look at the first 8 pictures taken at the Spelling residence, you 

will see the car with its original rims. The rest of the pictures were taken with the 8-hole rims. 

 

Maintenance Records 



All maintenance records since day one are in my possession and available for review. (Since this 

vehicle was owned by a major celebrity, these records will not be released to the general public) 

These records may be released to museums, etc upon special request and my authorization. 

 

Vehicle’s History 

Aaron and Candy Spelling purchased this S600 brand new from the Mercedes Benz dealer in 

Calabasas, CA. It was then shipped to Krystal Coach Builders (the limousine builder, in southern 

California) to be converted to a limousine. It has been in the Spelling’s possession until Aaron 

Spelling’s death. (He died on June 23, 2006) I purchased this vehicle on July 3
rd

, 2006, just 10 

days after his death. 

 

 

 

 


